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Gunner (two gunners sit in the cockpit, one gunner
sits on the machine gun seat), driver (the driver sits

at the cannon behind the armored shield, throws
pieces of caterpillars), and one gunner located in the
machine gun nest. The second photo is a front view.
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On the left you can see traces of bullets on the
armor. Judging by the damage to the armor in the
third photo and the grating on the roof, he has a
similar picture. On whose land these grenadiers

fought is not very clear. But judging by the fact that
they looked by no means exhausted, like these They

could, like the Germans, think they were fighting
savages. And all the way they kept in mind that they
were attacked by the Hungarians. And it's not clear

why they gave up? Another group, which was on the
same Lexus ES300. One shooter in a niche on the
arc, the other two shooters in bulletproof vests on

the seat next to the driver. To the right is the shadow
of the cabin on the ground. The weapon is visible
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only from the side, apparently, it did not shoot,
since there were no wounded. Automatic rifle and
assault rifle. In the shooter's hand is a stump of a

machine gun. The situation is the same, but the cars
are identical. True, they look like two different
trucks, but it is not surprising that the Germans

wrote them off. The same bullets, even the same
shells as in the second photo, only in the first photo
they are located on one piece of paper. Bullet and

cartridge case look identical. It is extremely
disrespectful to the Germans and German refugees

who inspected these vehicles, but did not get the
cartridges. Why didn't they go to the "peacekeepers"

And what did these people do? Armor is visible
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here. The same as the Lexo ES200 truck has been
retained. Some armor plates are in the same place as
they were on the weight. Niches for grenades? And
what about the cargo? These grenades are not used,

he
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